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Abstract: The current study aimed to examine a real-time PCR assay with high-resolution melting
(HRM) analysis for the species identification of minced meat samples. Meat samples from several
animal species were purchased and minced separately or as a mixture of two species. DNA was
extracted from all meat samples and subjected to real-time PCR assay by amplifying species-specific
mitochondrial cytochrome b regions. Regarding the meat mixtures, two separate melting curves
with specific melt peak temperatures (Tm) were detected. Additionally, DNA from each species was
quantified, based on the calibration curves. The results showed that a real-time PCR assay with HRM
analysis is suitable for the species identification of meat products, and could be used for the detection
of meat frauds.

Keywords: meat authentication; HRM analysis; real-time PCR; meat products

1. Introduction

Since ancient times, meat has been considered a primary food source in people’s daily
diet. It is recognized as a valuable source of proteins, including all essential amino acids
necessary for human health. It is also rich in essential fatty acids and micronutrients, such
as iron, zinc, selenium, magnesium, folic acid, and vitamin B12 [1,2]. Minced or ground
meat of different animal species (mainly beef) is one of the most popular meat products, and
is widely used in many recipes, including pizza, hamburgers, sausages, and kebabs around
the world [3]. Among different meat products, minced meat is most commonly subjected
to adulteration, since after chopping and mixing with other ingredients, it is not possible
to distinguish all of the raw components. Therefore, due to the increasingly common use
of minced meat in processed foods, especially in modern societies, manufacturers must
correctly label their meat products.

Over the past few decades, regarding the increased rate of fraud in the process of
preparing meat products from meat sources with a low nutritional value, the reliability of
labeled meat products has been suspected by consumers, and significant concerns have
been raised regarding the use of meat products [4]. To detect any probable toxicity and
contamination in meat products for the safety of foodstuff and to gain the consumers’
confidence, the use of rapid and reliable methods for the authentication of meat products
can be of essential importance. Some of these methods depend on near-infrared (NIR)
technologies combined with chemometrics [5], the detection of species-specific proteins by
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) [6], and the detection of DNA molecules
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [7]. Bargen et al. (2014) introduced a new high-
performance liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (HPLC–MS/MS)-based method as
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a specific and sensitive method for detecting marker peptides to discriminate pork from
horse meat in processed foods [8]. Besides standard techniques for meat authentication,
genetic and DNA-based approaches have recently received major attention due to some
valuable characteristics, including their high sensitivity, specificity, reliability and feasibility,
as well as their rapid processing time, high throughput, low cost, and applicability for
various foods (raw, precooked, and cooked) with different animal species origins [9]. Some
DNA-based techniques for food authentication include PCR-restriction fragment length
polymorphism (RFLP) techniques [10], sequence-specific gene assays [11], and real-time
PCR [12].

The PCR technique is widely used because of its high sensitivity, feasibility, and ease
of use, and it is regarded as a reliable technique for detecting meat frauds [13]. Sensitive
PCR assays as popular techniques for DNA detection can be used when primers target
multicopy genes, including mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) genes such as 12S rRNA and
cytochrome b, which are commonly used due to their sequence diversity and the presence
of multicopy genes [14]. In a previous study, the cytochrome b fragment of the mtDNA
gene was used as the target to distinguish the species origin of meat samples. In that study,
after aligning the cytochrome b gene sequence in pork, chicken, beef, mutton, and horse
meat according to the NCBI database, forward and reverse primers, as well as TaqMan
MGB probes, were used for each species-specific region [15].

Today, the use of quantitative DNA-based methods, such as real-time PCR and high-
resolution melting (HRM) analysis, seems to be more effective and reliable than other meth-
ods, given their high sensitivity and accuracy [16]. These methods are novel homogeneous
methods that have been developed after PCR amplification, in which a fluorescence-rich
region is amplified in double-stranded DNA [17]. A real-time PCR assay with HRM analy-
sis can distinguish nucleic acid samples, based on sequence, length, and GC content. This
technique is based on the pattern of the double-stranded DNA melting curve at a specific
temperature, and is highly dependent on the primers used [18].

The use of real-time PCR with HRM analysis is a high-quality technique for the
identification of target genes in unknown samples (e.g., species origin of the minced
meat). Additionally, the use of specific primers and appropriate target regions plays
an important role in enhancing the accuracy of this technique [12]. Over the past few
decades, significant advances in real-time PCR techniques have made them more useful
for food quality analyses and the detection of adulteration in the food industry. The qPCR
method has overcome the limitations of other techniques in terms of sensitivity, cost, time,
analysis of multiple samples, and applicability for a wide range of targets (e.g., various food
ingredients derived from a different plant or animal species), even at low concentrations
in highly processed foods [12]. Jian Ye et al. (2016) used TaqMan probe-based real-time
PCR assays to identify four common squid species in single and mixed samples [19]. Mane
et al. (2011) also identified adulteration in buffalo meat by amplifying species-specific
mitochondrial DNA regions in PCR assays [20]. Regarding this research background, it
was assumed that a qPCR-HRM technique using a more sensitive dye, such as Syto 9,
would be applicable for meat species identification in minced meat products. Thus, the
present study aimed to investigate species identification by real-time PCR assay with HRM
analysis in raw and cooked minced meat from one single animal species or a mixture of
two different species.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample Preparations

A total of 40 samples were evaluated in this study. Meat samples from five animal
species including cattle, sheep, chicken, turkey and pig were provided for this research.
Beef, mutton, chicken, and turkey samples were purchased from a reliable hypermarket in
Tehran city, Iran. All the provided meat samples had received a valid operating license from
the veterinary organization of Iran. The pork samples were obtained from the food outlets
of religious minorities in Tehran. Iran. Then, the meat samples were prepared, according
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to the Institute of Standards and Industrial Research of Iran (No. 4622). Briefly, the meat
samples of each species were separately minced. Then, to prepare different meat products
containing 10 and 20% of the desired meat type, the minced meat of five animal species was
separately mixed with food additives including salt, spices, and toasted flour, according
to the standard formula used in the production of sausages, hot dogs, and hamburgers in
meat product factories in Iran. The proportion of spices to flour was 20 to 80% and the
ratio of flour and spices to meat was proportional to the meat percentage. For example,
for preparing 10% meat samples, 10% meat was mixed with 90% additives, including 18%
spices and 72% toasted flour. For 20% meat samples, the remaining 80% contents were
composed of 16% spices and 64% toasted flour. Furthermore, different meat mixtures,
composed of two types of meat species (at 10 and 20% of purity), were prepared based on
the standard formula described above. After weighing, all raw materials were transferred
to a mixer and homogenized. The samples were stored at temperatures of −18 to −20 ◦C
until further analyses.

2.2. Study Design

The samples were classified into different groups, as shown in Table 1. Five types of
minced meat from five animal species (cattle, sheep, chicken, turkey, and pig) were labeled
as follows: Letters A and A+ indicate 10% raw and 10% cooked samples, respectively.
Letters B and B+ demonstrate 20% raw and 20% cooked samples, respectively. Numbers 1
to 5 indicate meat samples from cattle, sheep, chicken, turkey, and pig, respectively. For
binary meat mixtures, as shown in Table 2, the samples were defined as follows: Letters
C1 to C3 indicate 10% raw beef samples mixed with 10% raw mutton, chicken and turkey,
respectively. Letters C4 to C6 indicate 20% raw beef samples mixed with 20% raw mutton,
chicken and turkey, respectively. Letters D1 to D2 mean 10% raw mutton mixed with 10%
raw chicken and turkey, respectively. Letters D3 to D4 indicate 20% raw mutton mixed
with 20% raw chicken and turkey, respectively. Letters E1 to E2 indicate 10 and 20% raw
chicken mixed with 10 and 20% raw turkey, respectively. Letters G1 to G4 indicate 10% raw
pork mixed with 10% raw chicken, turkey, beef and mutton, respectively. Finally, G5 to G8
indicate 20% raw pork mixed with 20% raw chicken, turkey, beef and mutton, respectively.
Similarly, the “+” symbol indicates cooked meat samples. Three replicates were performed
for molecular assessment in each group.

Table 1. Classification of minced meat samples obtained from five species.

One Species

Species/meat Raw Cooked

Cattle/beef A1: 10% B1: 20% A1+: 10% B1+: 20%

Sheep/mutton A2: 10% B2: 20% A2+: 10% B2+: 20%

Chicken/Chicken A3: 10% B3: 20% A3+: 10% B3+: 20%

Turkey/Turkey A4: 10% B4: 20% A4+: 10% B4+: 20%

Pig/pork A5: 10% B5: 20% A5+: 10% B5+: 20%

Table 2. Classification of mixed meat groups containing meats from two species.

The Mixed Meat Groups Percentage Raw Cooked

Beef + Mutton 10% C1 C1+

Beef + Chicken 10% C2 C2+

Beef + Turkey 10% C3 C3+

Beef + Mutton 20% C4 C4+

Beef + Chicken 20% C5 C5+
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Table 2. Cont.

The Mixed Meat Groups Percentage Raw Cooked

Beef + Turkey 20% C6 C6+

Mutton + Chicken 10% D1 D1+

Mutton + Turkey 10% D2 D2+

Mutton + Chicken 20% D3 D3+

Mutton + Turkey 20% D4 D4+

Chicken + Turkey 10% E1 E1+

Chicken + Turkey 20% E2 E2+

Pig + Chicken 10% G1 G1+

Pig + Turkey 10% G2 G2+

Pig + Beef 10% G3 G3+

Pig + Mutton 10% G4 G4+

Pig + Chicken 20% G5 G5+

Pig + Turkey 20% G6 G6+

Pig + Beef 20% G7 G7+

Pig + Mutton 20% G8 G8+

2.3. Molecular Assessment
2.3.1. DNA Extraction

DNA extraction from raw and cooked meat samples was carried out using a blood/tissue
DNA extraction mini kit (DynaBioTM, Takapozist Co., Tehran, Iran), according to the
manufacturer protocol. In brief, the meat samples were cut wth a scalpel and added to a
1.5 mL microtube. To extract genomic DNA from the cells, lysis process was performed
using a lysis buffer. For this purpose, 300 µL of tissue lysis buffer (TL) and 20 µL of
proteinase K were added to the samples and rigorously vortexed for 20 s. Separating the
cell debris from DNA, the lysates were centrifuged (Heraeus, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA) at 12,000 rpm for one minute. After transferring 200 µL of supernatant
to a new microtube, 200 µL of binding buffer and then 200 µL of absolute ethanol were
added and mixed. The entire content of the microtube was transferred to a binding column,
loaded on a collection tube, and centrifuged at 5000 rpm for one minute. The column
containing DNA molecules was placed on a new collection tube and washed twice with
wash buffer 1 and wash buffer 2, respectively. It was then centrifuged at 8000 rpm for
one minute. For eluting DNA molecules, the column was placed on a new microtube and
incubated with 60 µL of elution buffer for one minute; next, it was centrifuged at 12,000 rpm
for one minute. Finally, the extracted DNA samples were collected in microtubes and stored
at –20 ◦C for further examinations. The concentration of DNA samples was determined
using NanoDrop™ One/OneC Microvolume (Thermo Scientific™).

2.3.2. Real-Time PCR Assay

In this study, the cytochrome b region of mtDNA was selected as the target to detect
each meat species. All primers specific to the cytochrome b regions of different meat species
(cattle, sheep, chicken, turkey, and pig) were designed, according to the NCBI database
(shown in Table 3). For ensuring the PCR specificity for each meat sample and its specific
primers, all required controls, including NTC (no template control) and cross controls (e.g.,
cross-amplification of beef DNA with mutton primers and vice versa), were considered.
Primer concentrations were adjusted based on band density in gel and amplification
efficiency in real-time PCR. For primer optimization, varying ratios of each reverse primer
mixed with the same concentration of forward primer, starting with 1:1 to 3:1 when a mix of
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DNA template was used. The best result in equal band density and amplification efficiency
for all targets was used for further examinations.

Table 3. Primer sequences designed specifically for cytochrome b gene of different meat types.

Samples Primers Sequences Amplicon
Tm (◦C)

Amplicon
Size (bp)

Common forward
primer 5’-CCTCCCAGCTCCATCAAACATCTCATCTTGATGAAA-3’

Beef (Bovine DNA) Reverse primer 5’-CTAGAAAAGTGTAAGACCCGTAATATAAG-3’ 84.7 274

Mutton (Sheep DNA) Reverse primer 5’-CTATGAATGCTGTGGCTATTGTCGCA-3’ 82.8 331

Chicken (Chicken DNA) Reverse primer 5’-AAGATACAGATGAAGAAGAATGAGGCG-3’ 87.8 227

Turkey (Turkey DNA) Reverse primer 5’-AAGATACAGATGAAGAAGAATGAGGCG-3’ 85.7 227

Pork (porcine DNA) Reverse primer 5’-GCTGATAGTAGATTTGTGATGACCGTA-3’ 83.8 398

A real-time PCR assay was performed using a real-time PCR instrument (Rotor-Gene,
Qiagen). The PCR reaction mixtures were prepared in a final volume of 25 µL, containing
2 µL of DNA template (200 ng), 2.5 µL of qPCR Syto-9 Master Mix (Life Technologies Corp.,
Carlsbad, CA, USA), 1 µL of MgCl2, 2 µL of dNTP, 0.5 µL of each primer (10 mM), 0.2 µL
of Taq polymerase enzyme, and 16.5 µL of ddH2O. For multiplex PCR, 1 µL of common
forward primer and 3 µL of each of the two reverse primers related to each of the two
desired species (beef and mutton, beef and chicken, etc.) were used in each PCR reaction.

The PCR thermal conditions included an initial denaturation step at 94 ◦C for five min,
followed by 35 cycles for 30 s at 94 ◦C, for 30 s at 60 ◦C, and for 30 s at 72 ◦C. For qualitative
examination, the amplified PCR products were visualized using 1.5% gel electrophoresis
(Mupid® One, Japan).

Moreover, the sensitivity of the current real-time PCR method was evaluated by
quantitative assessments. For this purpose, dilution series of DNA samples isolated from
the pure meats (100%) of each species were prepared as followed: 1 (100%), 1/5 (20%), 1/25
(4%), 1/125 (0.8%), 1/625 (0.16%), and 1/3125 (0.032%). The real-time PCR assay was then
performed and the standard curve of each species meat was drawn by plotting the threshold
of cycle (Ct) values against DNA percentage. Next, real-time PCR was performed for DNA
samples extracted from 10% and 20% minced meat products (according to Table 1), and the
resulting Ct of each sample was merged in the relevant standard curve for estimating the
amount DNA. The parameters of the calibration curves, including correlation coefficient
(R2) and correlation slope, were determined and the PCR efficiency was calculated using
the E = [10 (−1/slope) −1] formula. Additionally, the linear equation for each meat-specific
calibration curve was obtained by Microsoft Excel software (version 2017).

2.3.3. HRM and Melt Curve Analysis

The HRM and melt curve analyses were performed immediately after the real-time
PCR assay. By increasing the temperature, the optimal melting conditions for the differ-
entiation of meat species was found to be 0.22 ◦C/s, ramping between 75 ◦C and 90.5 ◦C.
All meat samples were examined, and their melting curve profiles were obtained using
Rotor-Gene 1.7 software. The normalized regions of 81–89.5 were used for analyses, and
identical graphs were classified in the same group at the 95% confidence interval.

2.3.4. Statistical Analysis

All experiments were performed in duplicate. All amplification plots, melting curves,
and standard curves were plotted using the Rotor-Gene software (version 1.7). The data
analyses were generally performed using Microsoft Excel 2017 and GraphPad prism 5.
Moreover, the linear regression analyses for the standard curves were performed with
GraphPad prism 5. The analyzed data are presented as the mean.
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3. Results
3.1. Qualitative Verification of Species-Specific Cytochrome b Fragments

The purity and proper concentrations of the extracted DNA samples were verified, as
their 260/280 nm absorbance was around 1.7–1.8 and the mean concentration of samples
was ~150 ng/µL. The qPCR data showed that the primers, explicitly designed for cy-
tochrome b fragments of beef, mutton, chicken, and turkey meat, were adequately efficient.
As shown in Figure 1A, the PCR product of each meat species was efficiently amplified.
The lengths of species-specific amplicons were as follows: 227 bp for chicken and turkey
meat; 274 bp for beef; 331 bp for mutton, and 398 bp for pork.
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Figure 1. (A) PCR product length of amplified cytochrome b fragment specific for each meat sample.
The PCR products of species-specific samples were efficiently amplified and appeared at precise sizes
on an agarose gel. The amplicon lengths of species-specific samples are as follows—chicken and
turkey: 227 bp; cattle: 274 bp; sheep: 331 bp; pig: 398 bp. The DNA ladder 1 kb was used as a size
marker. (B) Specific melting and (C) HRM curves of cytochrome b fragment specific for each species:
sheep, 82.8 ◦C; cattle, 84.7 ◦C; chicken, 87.8 ◦C; turkey, 85.7 ◦C and pig, 83.8 ◦C. Both melting curves
and HRM plots confirmed the specificity of PCR products related to each species-specific meat.
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3.2. Amplification of Species-Specific Cytochrome b Fragments by Real-Time PCR Assay with
HRM Analysis

The real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) assay allowed us to detect the DNA from each
species. The amplification plots represent the Ct of each DNA sample. The melting curves,
shown in Figure 1B, verify the specificity of PCR products by identifying specific melt
peak temperatures (Tm) for each sample (mutton, 82.8 ◦C; beef, 84.7 ◦C; chicken, 87.8 ◦C;
turkey meat, 85.7 ◦C; and pork, 83.8 ◦C). The HRM plots presented in Figure 1C indicate
an apparent shift in temperature, attributed to the specific Tm for each sample.

3.3. Identification of Meat Species in the Mixed Samples

The multiplex real-time PCR data show that the species-specific meat DNA in the
mixed samples was successfully distinguished, using the qPCR assay with HRM analysis.
All mixed samples (including raw or cooked meat with 10% and 20% purity) showed two
distinct melting curves with their specific Tm. There was no significant difference between
the data related to raw and cooked meat samples. Consistently, the HRM plots for the
mixed meat samples exhibited two temperature shifts related to species-specific meat DNA.
The results related to the classified groups (listed in Table 2) are indicated in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, the melting curve and HRM analyses confirm that all mixed
meat samples containing two different meat species (i.e., beef + mutton, beef + chicken,
beef + turkey meat, mutton + chicken, mutton + turkey meat, mutton + pork, pork +
chicken, and pork + turkey) showed two different Tm domains, which were indicatives
of the related species, without any cross-reactions between species. There was only one
exception related to the mixture of pork and beef, showing a single peak on the melting
curve rather than two separate peaks.

3.4. Quantitative Species-Specific Assessment of Raw and Cooked Minced Meat Samples

As shown in Figure 3, the calibration curve of each meat species was plotted, and
parameters, including the correlation slope (M), correlation coefficient (R2), and PCR
efficiency (E), were determined for the DNA of each meat species. The average values of
each calibration curve were adequately efficient, from which a linear equation was derived.
Next, the amounts of meat samples were calculated, using the relevant linear equation.
The values of the mentioned parameters were as follows: correlation slope (M) = −3.1,
correlation coefficient (R2) = 0.99, and PCR efficiency (E) >1.3. As shown in Figure 4, based
on the calibration curves of beef, mutton, and pork samples, the amount of each meat
type was calculated using nonlinear regression in the GraphPad (prism 5) software. The
obtained amount of mutton was 97%, 24%, and 15% in samples containing 100%, 20%, and
10% (B2 and A2+), respectively, which values are close to the reference values. In other
samples, the measured amount of meat showed a somewhat large deviation from what
was expected: the obtained amount of beef was 89%, 7%, and 52% in samples composed
of 100%, 20%, and 10% beef (B1 and A1), respectively. For pork, the amount of meat was
only measurable in two samples—100% pork and 20% (B5), identified as 70% and 57%,
respectively. The quantitative analyses were not performed for chicken and turkey samples.
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Figure 2. Two distinct melting curves with specific Tm, indicating the presence of two types of meat in the mixed meat samples. (A) Sheep and cattle—peak 1: 83 ◦C for sheep and peak 2:
85 ◦C for cattle. (B) Cattle and chicken—peak 1: 84.5 ◦C for cattle and peak 2: 87.6 ◦C for chicken. (C) Cattle and turkey—peak 1: 84.5 ◦C for cattle and peak 2: 85.6 ◦C for turkey. (D) Sheep
and chicken—peak 1: 83.5 ◦C for sheep and peak 2: 87.8 ◦C for chicken. (E) Sheep and turkey—peak 1: 83.3 ◦C for sheep and peak 2: 86 ◦C for turkey. (F) Pig and chicken—peak 1: 84.4 ◦C
for pig and peak 2: 88 ◦C for chicken. (G) Pig and turkey—peak 1: 84.1 ◦C for pig and peak 2: 85.9 ◦C for turkey. (H) Cattle and pig—a main peak with a mild shoulder at 84.1 ◦C was
observed in a mixture sample of cattle and pig. (I) Sheep and pig—peak 1: 83.4 ◦C for sheep and peak 2: 84.6 ◦C for pig. (a) to (i) illustrate HRM plots demonstrating two temperature
shifts related to each species-specific meat DNA.
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Figure 4. A. The calibration curves of (A) beef, (B) mutton, and (C) pork DNA samples. The amounts of DNA in each meat
sample were calculated according to the related calibration curves, and are illustrated as red symbols on the curves. The
obtained amounts of each meat species are presented in tables.

4. Discussion

In recent decades, the species identification of meat-based products has been ad-
dressed as an essential issue throughout the world. This issue has become particularly
important for people who are not allowed to consume some foods because of their cul-
tural or religious beliefs [21]. Given the significance of meat authentication, a variety of
analytical techniques, including liquid chromatography (LC), gas chromatography (GC),
tandem mass spectrometry (MS), vibrational spectroscopic techniques (e.g., NIR and mid-
infrared spectroscopy), nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), PCR assays, and
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enzymatic assays (ELISA), have been developed to determine the ingredients of meat
products and to identify adulterations [22]. In the present study, we used the real-time PCR
technique with HRM analysis for the authentication of meat species in raw and cooked
minced meat samples and to define the meat types in the processed foods. The HRM
analysis is a highly sensitive method, allowing for the discrimination of two or more DNA
samples in a mixture, based on different Tm values. HRM analysis is known as a powerful
detection method for the detection of genetic mutations, SNPs, epigenetic variations, and
different pathogens [23,24]. In a recent study, we detected Salmonella typhimurium and
Salmonella enteritidis species in contaminated raw eggs using HRM analysis. Thus, the
resulting data from that study validated the use of HRM analysis in the detection and
discrimination of S. typhimurium and S. enteritidis species with high consistency [25]. In
enhancing the sensitivity of HRM’s performance, some HRM-specific dyes are utilized
instead of SYBR green. HRM dyes, such as SYTO9 and LCGreen melting dyes, are consid-
ered intercalating dyes that can bind specifically and in high amounts (saturating dyes,
except SYBR Green) to double-stranded DNA. Previous reports have shown that SYTO9
dye has many advantages over SYBR green, which make it a more suitable dye for real-time
PCR and HRM analyses [26,27]. Monis et al. (2005) reported that, contrary to SYBR green,
SYTO9 dye is not affected by reaction conditions, including DNA concentration and dye
concentration. They demonstrated that the SYTO9 concentration showed no inhibitory
effect on PCR and melting curves, readily allowing the detection of multiple amplicons
with different Tm in a multiplex PCR reaction, unlike SYBR green dye [28]. Using HRM
analysis with SYTO9, we could also determine the species origins of meats in minced meat
products, and distinguish the species of two meat types in the meat mixtures. There was
only one exception, related to the mixture of pork and beef, with a single peak on the
melting curve rather than two separate peaks. This observation might be associated with
the Tm proximity of PCR products for beef and pork. On the other hand, the presence
of a shoulder on the main peak could indicate the mixture of two different meat species.
Our results indicate the sensitivity and specificity of a real-time PCR assay with HRM
analysis, and also confirm the cytochrome b gene as a suitable gene target for detecting
different species-specific DNA sequences in mixed meat samples, including processed
foods containing meat. In this regard, Parchami Nejad et al. (2014) used a species-specific
PCR assay to identify any potential frauds in meat products by detecting meat species,
using primers for the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene. They could identify poultry
residuals in beef sausage using this method [29]. Similar to previous research, our results
demonstrate that the cooking process had no adverse effects on PCR efficiency, indicating
the efficiency and feasibility of a real-time PCR assay with HRM analysis for examining
different types and concentrations of meat samples. Moreover, Pelin Ulca et al. (2013)
reported that the species origin of both raw and cooked meat was detectable at 200 ◦C
for 20 min by using PCR [30]. Our results show that the quantitative assay was partly
useful in determining the amount of meat in the samples that contained meat from only
one animal species, since the obtained values were adequately close to the reference values.
In some meat samples, the amount of meat showed a large deviation from our expectation,
which might be attributed to some putative technical errors or the high complexity of
food processing. Therefore, further refinements may be necessary to achieve more reliable
results. Previous studies have also reported that some DNA-based assays may fail to
precisely determine the species origin of meat samples due to severe DNA degradation
or the high complexity of meat production [31]. In this regard, Raharjo et al. (2019) and
Orbayinah et al. (2020), in independent studies, used the TaqMan probe-based real-time
PCR method, targeting the ATPase 6 gene and a 153 bp fragment of the mitochondrial
D-loop region to identify pork contamination in meat products. Their results indicate
the high sensitivity and specificity of species-specific TagMan probes in identifying meat
adulteration in food products [32]. Besides meat authentication, recent studies have shown
that real-time PCR methods are valid for halal authentication of gelatin. Gelatin, which
is mostly derived from porcine bones and hides, is widely used as a pharmaceutical and
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food ingredient, and is one of the most critical issues in halal research [33]. Since halal food
authentication is a serious issue in some populations, including Muslims, the surveillance
and rigorous monitoring of the production process of meat-based foods is essential, and
must use reliable techniques [34]. Consequently, in regard to the resulting data, it could be
concluded that the real-time PCR-HRM assay used in the current study is quite applicable
for determining the species-specific meat types in meat products qualitatively. However,
critical refinements are needed for the quantitative measurement of the amount of illegal
species-specific meat contamination in meat products. On the other hand, due to the
increasing proliferation of strategies to evade adulteration detection, there is a critical need
to develop more advanced technologies with high specificity and sensitivity for detecting
meat contamination in processed foods and meat products.

5. Conclusions

Currently, real-time PCR techniques that rely on specific TaqMan probes or HRM
analyses are the most reliable and sensitive methods for the authentication of various
meat products, including either raw or cooked minced meat mixtures, processed meat
products, and meat-based fast foods. HRM analysis is a highly sensitive technique that
allows us to discriminate two or more species types of DNA samples in a meat mixture,
based on different Tm values of the amplified species-specific regions of a mitochondrial
gene. Therefore, a real-time PCR-HRM assay can be employed as a valid technique in
the food industry to authenticate the species origin of a meat product. However, some
improvements are needed for more precise evaluations and the detection of even very low
amounts of meat species contaminations or impurities in meat products.
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